TRAXX-M2 and
M2A highlights

› Time measurement
› Signal processing
› Range
› User friendliness
› Initial settings process
› Data logging
› Energy management
› Software updates
› Linearity and precision
Demonstration

TIME MEASUREMENT
› High stability (10-6) internal clock
› 1 ns proven repeatability (10-9 s)
› Internal sampling frequency : 2 GHz (0.5 ns)
› 1 ppm long term stability (1 ns for every 106 ns, or 1 ms , or 6 m wave travel)

SIGNAL PROCESSING
› Simultaneous processing of TWO echoes (in TRUE differential mode, with

TWO independent amplifiers)

› ZERO-Crossing measurement on each echo (programmable polarity) to 1 ns
resolution
› 1ns linearity on the entire range (see screenshot below)

RANGE
› From 5 mm to 14 meters screw length. Diameter from M2 to M60 and more
› Materials: Steel, stainless steel, Inconel, aluminum, titanium, plastics, …

USER FRIENDLINESS
› High brightness 8-inch color touch screen
› Icon driven software in user selectable 6 languages
› Optional optical mouse
› Very user-friendly software, only icons to click on, no formulae’s, no calculations
› Huge display of the signal in color
› One-click hard copy of all screens on USB key, directly in jpeg, for immediate
transfer to PC

› Solid state disk, no moving parts inside. Very rugged
› IP64 water-resistant

INITIAL SETTING PROCESS
› Automatic setting on an unknown screw type in 7 seconds, entering only the
material type and the approximate length
› No need to know the ultrasound speed, anyway highly variable with tension

DATA LOGGING
› Internal Integrated Windows PC, recording everything
› Icon driven software in user selectable 6 languages
› No need for an external PC
› 10.000 internal screw TYPES stored in permanent memory
› Millions of measurement permanently stored in SSD memory, with name,

date, time, operator, temperature, etc.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT
› Worldwide mains adapter. (50/60 Hz 110/240 V)
› Internal Li-ion Battery. 5 hours of continuous measurement autonomy
› Automatic battery charger
› Automatic switching between mains and battery

SOFTWARE UPDATES
› Very easy software updates (< 1 mn) using the USB key
› Customer logo integration on screen at delivery

LINEARITY AND PRECISION
DEMONSTRATION
1/ This is an ACTUAL characterization of a difficult screw
The extension is only 40 ns for 10.55 kN

M2 screenshot

Excellent linearity.
The very small variations (0.998 correlation coefficient) is not due to the M2 system but to the external measurement system. The line is still almost perfect (see
the ns horizontal scale)

2/ This is an ACTUAL characterization of an extremely difficult screw

› M5 diameter, 16 mm length, unprepared, titanium
› The tension is measured on a 0.5 % tensioning machine (2.8 kN)
› The TOTAL extension of the screw is only 9 ns !!!! (for 2.8 kN only)
› And the M2 shows a perfect linearity on such a small scale

(No other system in the world can do as well ….)

M2 screenshot, (only the red lines are added)

You can see that the horizontal differences between the measured points and
the calculated straight line (automatic linear regression) are less than ½ ns.
The time value displayed on the screen is rounded to 1 ns, therefore ½ ns is a
PERFECT LINEARITY.
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